EYFS Summer 1 2021 - Wriggle ‘n’ Grow
Bumblebees and
Ladybirds

Personal, Social
and Emotional
Development

Week beginning
12/4/21

Encourage the children to
think about how their
actions affect others

Taking care of our
environment – discuss
taking care of plants,
walking round them not
over them and the
difference between dead
heading and picking!

How did Jacks action affect
the giant and vice versa?

Communication
and Language

Week beginning
26/4/21

Development Matters Statements
Making Relationships
• Takes steps to resolve conflicts finding a compromise.

Sharing / kindness towards
others – linked to the story
Jack and the Beanstalk

Prime Areas

Week beginning
19/4/21

Week beginning
03/5/21

Week beginning
10/5/21

Development Matters Statements
Self-confidence and Self-awareness
• Confident to speak to others about own needs, wants,
interests and opinions.
Sharing / kindness towards
others – Remind the
children that they need to
treat the mini beasts like
they would someone else
Make a whole class spider
web during circle time using
wool and passing from one
friend to another

Development Matters Statements
Listening and Attention
• Two-channelled attention – can listen and do for short
span.

Taking care of our
environment – discuss
looking after large and
tiny creatures. Children
need to understand bugs
are living things like
themselves!
Children to try all the food
in the very hungry
caterpillar book. Sit as a
class, read through the
book and stop at each
piece of food he comes
across. Adults to pre- cut
all food into bitesize
pieces.

Week beginning
24/5/21

Development Matters Statements
Managing Feelings and Behaviour
• Aware of the boundaries set, and of behavioural
expectations in the setting.

Take a walk to the school
pond – discuss what
nature we see/find.
Children will hopefully see
tadpoles close up (collect
some in a jar if possible)
Health and Hygienekeeping clean, toilet
routine etc – children to
wash hands after
touching nature and living
things

Development Matters Statements
Understanding
•Understands humour, e.g. nonsense rhymes, jokes
Listens and responds to ideas expressed by others in
conversation or discussion.

Week beginning
17/5/21

Sharing / kindness towards Health and Hygieneothers /feelings– How we
keeping clean, toilet routine
feel and how our actions can etc
affect others.
Discuss what we need to
Kindness towards others.
stay healthy
Sharing
Healthy food- prepare
seeded soldiers and cress
salad

Development Matters Statements
Speaking
•Extends vocabulary, especially by grouping and naming,
exploring the meaning and sounds of new words.
Uses language to imagine and recreate roles and experiences
in play situations.
Introduces a storyline or narrative into their play

Role play- Giants castle

Role play- Garden centre

Encourage children to retell
the story with small world
opportunities

Prompt children to ask
(what, how) questions about
the story of the tiny seed

Story retelling with puppets
and masks

Show children the beans
planted in the previous
week

Provide a real beanstalk for
children to touch, feel and
discuss

Encourage the children to
ask ‘why’ questions as to
what is happening whilst the
bean is in the compost.

Role play- Garden centre

Role play- Garden centre

Role play- Mini beast
investigation lab

Off to the garden centre https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=95rR33Sqi0M
This sets the scene so the
children know what a
garden centre is

Encourage the children to
use the role play area
with various props and
resources

Read a variety of books
about frogs, tadpoles and
other pond creatures

Adult to spend time with
each of the children
modelling how to use the
role play area

Encourage the children to
be the very hungry
caterpillar and look for
the food he eats (Food
hunt)

Encourage the children to
come up with their own
comments and questions
about the stories/texts
Leave tadpoles/frog
spawn on view for
children to observe and
communicate with one

Role play- Mini beast
investigation lab
Life cycles of different
animals- allow materials to
explore and investigate.

Role play- Mini beast
investigation lab
Nature walk- comment on
things that they find and
work together in partners to
describe aspects of the
environment.

another

Physical
Development

Development Matters Statements
Moving and Handling
• Shows increasing control over an object in pushing, patting, throwing, catching or kicking
it.
• Handles tools, objects, construction and malleable materials safely and with increasing
control.
• Uses a pencil and holds it effectively to form recognisable letters, most of which are
correctly formed.

Fine Motor Skills

Make flowers using brightly
coloured playdough and
various cutters
Plant a bean – encourage
the children to scoop, press
and pour
Tweezers with beans in the
sand/water tray

Gross Motor Skills

Development Matters Statements
Health and Self-care
• Shows some understanding that good practices with regard to exercise, eating, sleeping
and hygiene can contribute to good health.
• Practices some appropriate safety measure without direct supervision.

Watercolour painting using
real flowers as a stimulus

Playdough and pipe
cleaners to make own bugs

Red and green bead
threading

Tweezers and bugs in
slime/water

Use tools to create and
assemble ladybirds.

Children to create their own
flowers using seeds and
beans

Printing cork bugs and
adding detail with pen

Balloon printing
caterpillars

Bottle caps and fishing
nets

Decorating biscuits to look
like a ladybird using an icing
pen for spots

Fingerprint caterpillars
related to length

Printing bugs in
playdough

Bee/Ladybird scissor cutting Look at a food wheel and
skills
decide what sort of things
would make a well balanced
lunchbox

Sieve/scoop/sort seeds in
sand/water trays

Making a sandwich/fruit
salad.

Cutting cress with scissors

Worm Spaghetti and
scissors/tweezers

PE taught lessons with DF

PE taught lessons with DF

PE taught lessons with DF

PE taught lessons with DF

PE taught lessons with DF PE taught lessons with DF

PE taught lessons with DF

Jack and the Beanstalk
Encourage the children to
climb high in the hall on wall
bars etc

Complete a scarf dance
using Nutcracker suite –
flower waltz

Dance - Bugs and crawly

Dance like a butterfly -

Jumping from one spot to Developing increasing
another.
control over an object.
Jumping from apparatus
carefully.

Developing increasing
control over an object.

things

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hUbYq93cYdE

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Lkza_tRlNRE

Fly swatting bats with
paint on large paper

Trim trail – encourage
children to climb, walk, jump
etc

Reading

Development Matters Statements
• Uses vocabulary and forms of speech that are increasingly influenced by their experiences of books.
• Enjoys an increasing range of books.
• Knows that information can be retrieved from books and computers.
Jack And The Beanstalk
Jaspers Beanstalk

ecific Areas

Writing

Sort healthy and nonhealthy food – cut and stick

The Tiny Seed
Titch

Mad About Mini beasts
The Very Busy Bee

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

The Teeny Weeny
Tadpole

The Bad Tempered
Ladybird

Oliver’s Vegetables
Oliver’s Fruit Salad

The Crunching,
Munching Caterpillar

Development Matters Statements
• Uses some clearly identifiable letters to communicate meaning, representing some sounds correctly and in sequence.
• Writes own name and other things such as labels, captions.
• Attempts to write short sentences in meaningful contexts.
Writing for different
purposes- write a short
recount of the story
Giant’s job list!

Children to write the
journey of a seed
Write on seed shape paper
– what a seed feels, looks,

Who am I? Flap book describe a minibeast then
draw it underneath

Writing for different
purposes – write a list of
food the caterpillar eats

Label the parts of a

Write about favourite and

Writing for different
purposes- write a short
recount of the story
(Tadpole met a...then a...
etc) - A frog on a log)

Label the parts of a ladybird. Writing Assessment
Sentences about emotions
and feelings.

Writing sandwich
instructions.

Vocabulary extensiongenerate and build topic
related vocabulary
Use story language to retell
a story (Pie Corbett)

smells like

minibeast

least favourite food

Use the seeds as the middle
part of a flower display

Children to write the name
of minibeasts next to the
picture – snail, ant, moth,
bee, caterpillar, slug
(decodable)

Send a food diary home for
children/parent to fill out
for 3 days

Sequencing the story

Write sentences to
explain the life cycle of a
tadpole

Write a letter to the bad
tempered ladybird helping
him to understand how he
could feel better.
Asking questions.

Use story language to
retell a story (Pie Corbett)
Sequencing the story

Phonics

Phase 3 /4
Recap and assess regularly.
Focus on spelling of HFW
correctly.

Phase 3/4
Recap and assess regularly.
Focus on spelling of HFW
correctly.

Phase 3 /4
Recap and assess regularly.
Focus on spelling of HFW
correctly.

Phase 3/4
Recap and assess
regularly. Focus on
spelling of HFW correctly.

Mathematics

Development Matters Statements- Number
• Estimates how many objects they can see and checks by counting them.
• Uses the language of ‘more’ and ‘fewer’ to compare two sets of objects.
• Finds the total number of items in two groups by counting all of them.
• Says the number that is one more than a given number.
• In practical activities, begins to use the vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting.
• Records, using marks that they can interpret and explain.
• Begins to identify own mathematical problems based on own interests and fascinations.

Phase 3 /4
Recap and assess
regularly. Focus on
spelling of HFW correctly.

Number and Place Value

2D and 3D Shape

Number and Place Value

Number and Place Value

Measurement

Addition and Subtraction

Assessment Week

Estimating
Comparing and ordering
numbers to 20.
Teen numbers
Count back from any
number from 20.

Shape identification
Properties of 2D/3D Shapes

Doubling Numbers
Halving Numbers
Sharing into equal groups

Count in 2’s,5’s, 10’s.
Solve problems combining
groups of up to 5 objects.

Time
Days of the week
Months of the Year
O’clock times analogue
and digital.
Measuring periods of time
Minutes and seconds

Recognising numbers and
symbols
Partitioning objects
Making amounts in different
ways
Recognising the relationship
between
addition/subtraction

Counting
Number recognition
Solving sums
Shape recognition
Pattern
Positional language

Odd and Even numbers
Doubles and halves

Development Matters Statements
People and Communities
• Enjoys joining in with family customs and routines.
Planting seeds

Life cycle - Caterpillar to
butterfly

Spreading butter on Seeded
bread soldiers and making a
cress salad

Build their own bug hotels
using construction and
natural resources – grass,
small sticks etc

Children to make their
own bug hotel by stacking
plant pots and filling with
sticks etc

Label plants and trees

Sequence the process of a
plant growing

Match mini beasts to their
homes

Encourage children to
find natural materials and
label

Sequence planting a seed

Looking after plants

Nature walk around the
school premises

Take a plant/flower apart
and sort into petals, seeds,
stem etc

Development Matters Statements
The World
• Looks closely at similarities, differences, patterns and change.
Bug hunt – tick sheet and
magnify glasses

Encourage children to go
into sensory garden to
explore other plants.

Technology

Phase 3 /4
Recap and assess regularly.
Focus on spelling of HFW
correctly.

Development Matters Statements- Shape, Space and Measures
• Uses everyday language related to time. Measures short periods of time in simple ways.
• Orders and sequences familiar events.
• Beginning to use everyday language related to money.
• Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and ‘flat’ 2D shapes, and
mathematical terms to describe shapes.
• Orders two items by weight or capacity

Pattern/symmetry

Understanding
the World

Phase 3 /4
Recap and assess regularly.
Focus on spelling of HFW
correctly.

Development Matters Statements
• Completes a simple program on a computer.
• Uses ICT hardware to interact with age-appropriate computer software.

Life cycle - frog spawn to
frog

Ladybird facts.

Why do we need food?

Making a ladybird home.
Where does food come
Sort water/land creatures
from?
by habitat
Looking at various habitats.
Dairy and meat products.
Children to visit school
pond to observe pond life
Making bread.
and draw pond life
Mouldy food investigation

iPad Paint program
Create a simple picture of a
flower/tree

Expressive arts
and design

iPad Paint program
Create a simple picture of a
bird

Camera – children to take
pictures of mini beasts in
the garden

Computer program - Use
a simple website to find
information on life cycles

Development Matters Statements
Exploring and using media and materials
• Manipulates materials to achieve a planned effect.
• Selects appropriate resources and adapts work where necessary.
• Selects tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join materials they are
using.

Painting – paint and add
glitter to make own ‘magic’
bean
Make flowers using tissue
paper and pipe cleaners
Threading and sewing using
green garden string

Listen to Vivadi’s - Spring
from the 4 seasons.
Encourage children to make
up their own composition
using percussion
instruments to represent a
seed growing into a flower.
Collage a garden scene

Magic scratch spider web
Recycling –
grasshopper/butterfly using
plastic bottles
Egg cup bee

Beebots –controlling
direction/following
instructions

Camera – children to take
iPad Paint program
pictures of mini beasts in the Designa simple picnic-can
garden. Label pictures.
you make it symmetrical?

Development Matters Statements
Being imaginative
• Create simple representations of events, people and objects.
• Chooses particular colours to use for a purpose.
• Introduces a storyline or narrative into their play.
• Plays alongside other children who are engaged in the same theme.
• Plays cooperatively as part of a group to develop and act out a narrative.

Learn the caterpillar song
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=_tUBBh4QzTU
Collage/paint/drawing Each child to decorate a
green circle (in their own
way) to create the body
of the hungry caterpillar –
put all 30 circles together
with a red head and
display!

Bubble printing with paint
and straws
Create a frog and add
folded strips of paper one
way then the other to
make bouncy legs!
Recycling – egg cup
tadpoles and bubble wrap
frog spawn

Painting - Paper plate
ladybird

Making a model sandwich

Observational drawings of
Ladybird fingerprint pictures plants, fruit and vegetables.
Arcimboldi painting designs.

